TOP AWARDS & REVIEWS

2015 Abeja Cabernet Sauvignon Heather Hill,
Walla Walla Valley
96 Points - Jeb Dunnuck “A smaller production release based on 100% Walla Walla
Cabernet…reveals a saturated purple color as well as a thrilling nose of crème de cassis, blueberries,
graphite, cedar pencil, and spicy oak. Pure, concentrated, full-bodied, and powerful, it’s another
brilliant wine from this estate that will keep for two decades or more. This is the finest wine I’ve
tasted from this estate. Hats off to winemaker Daniel.”

94+ Points - Vinous “Alluring aromas of blackberry, pomegranate, cassis, bitter chocolate,
menthol, lavender and mint. Wonderfully broad, rich and dry; a step up in texture and depth from
the 2015 Columbia Valley Cabernet, at once mouthfilling and clearly delineated. This fleshy, glossy
wine conveys insidious sweetness to its dark berry fruit. Finishes with substantial building tannins, a
wisp of tobacco, and slowly mounting floral lift…”

93 Points - Wine Spectator “A handsome and refined red, with expressive blackberry, licorice
and river stone notes that build richness and tension toward fine-grained tannins.”

91 Points - Wine Enthusiast “The aromas intrigue, with notes of sandalwood, anise, vanilla,
barrel spice, cocoa, herbs and black cherry. Deft, balanced dark fruit, herb and coffee flavors follow,
with fruit and barrel intertwining and playing well off each other. It shows a pleasing sense of
density yet lightness, with enough tannic heft to go the distance. The barrel influence plays a
prominent role but plays it well.”

90 Points - Wine Advocate “The 2015 Cabernet Sauvignon Heather Hill reveals a rich
bouquet of blackberries and plum preserve, framed by creamy, cedary new oak. On the palate, it's
full-bodied, rich and textured, with a ripe core of fruit, chewy structuring tannins, balancing acidity
and a spicy, oak-inflected finish.”
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